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FrenalyticsEDU is a patented, award-winning personalized learning and data collection software designed with
educators, for educators to help strengthen IEPs, improve student retention, streamline progress monitoring, and
encourage family involvement.

In 2023, Frenalytics was named a “world’s most innovative” EdTech company by GSV Ventures, won a STEVIE® for
its “impressive” User Interface Design, and received EdTech Digest’s “Cool Tool” award for personalized learning
solution. Hundreds of schools and districts around the US – including Richardson ISD and Houston ISD in TX, the
Boston College Campus School in Chestnut Hill, MA, Escondido Union High School in Escondido, CA, and Molloy
University in Rockville Centre, NY – use FrenalyticsEDU to help their students increase outcomes, unlock
opportunities, and lead more meaningful and independent lives.

FrenalyticsEDU's award-winning data collection & personalized learning platform provides instructional materials and
a supplemental special education curriculum in an intuitive, accessible software. FrenalyticsEDU is specifically
designed to address the needs of students with disabilities across grades K-12. In FrenalyticsEDU, lessons and skills
are presented to students in a gamified interface with multiple-choice or open-ended questions and a points system,
configurable background colors, sound effects, and immediate feedback once a student has selected an answer
choice. (This experience is referred to as “Learning Sessions” throughout this Response.)

FrenalyticsEDU also includes numerous assistive technology and other optional features to help staff accommodate,
modify, and differentiate content to meet every student’s needs:
1. Text-to-speech
2. Language translation of Learning Session content to 100+ languages
3. Preferred background color when running Learning Sessions
4. Sound effects (played for correct and incorrect answers)
5. The ability to turn on and turn off specific skills per-student and per-Learning Session
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7. Support for adaptive switches
8. Zoom (to make text and media larger/smaller)

FrenalyticsEDU is designed with educators and with people with disabilities to ensure its ease to use for teachers and
students. FrenalyticsEDU automatically collects relevant data that enables teachers to track and analyze progress
monitoring data. This includes the frequency that each skill is assigned for a student to work on, the specific questions
asked of and answered by a student, answer choice(s) selected by a student, whether the chosen answer for each
question is correct, time to correctly answer each question, time to complete a Learning Session, and whether media
(photos, videos, audio) is shown for each question’s prompt or answers.
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